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Flexible Wall Washer Light 

Code: AST-WL2835L-48-24-IP67 SPEC   SHEET

Features:
-TPU material as housing for LED wall washer light strip 。
-Full set accessories to meet different occasion, maximum running at 5meters.
-Alternative for rigid wall washer light with aluminum housing or LED strip for accent lighting .
-30°, 45°, 60°, 20*45° beam angle optional for applications that need different light pattern.
-D24V low voltage input safe and reliable.

Technical Specification 

Light source parameters Electrical parameters

Light source 2835 Input voltage 24VDC

LED QTY ( M ) 48 Input current 0.75A/m

Color Wattage 18W/m

Cut length 125mm

Beam angle 30°, 45°, 60°, 20*45° Input cable 30cm 20AWG

CRI (white color) 90+

SDCM <3

Operating parameters

Warranty 3 Years

Life span 50000 hrs

Storage temperature 0℃ ~ +60℃

Working temperature -20℃ ~ +40℃

Housing material TPU

Waterproof rating IP67

Lumen/m parameters

CCT:2700K CCT:3000K CCT:4000K CCT:6500K

1851LM 1915LM 2167LM 1949LM
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Light distribution curve

30° beam

45° beam

60° beam

20*45° beam
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Dimension&bending parameters

Accessories options 

stainless steel 
clips 

aluminum 
profile rotary clips silicon clips silicon direct 

cable endcap silicon endcap 3M tape

Installation methods

With 3M tape

Remove the product from the packaging 
box and tear off the tape on the back.

Install the product where you need it 
(ensure the wall is smooth) and stick it 
firmly.

Connect the product to the low-voltage 
driver and energize it.

With metal clips

Remove the stainless steel mounting clips 
and screws from the packing box, and use 
a screwdriver to install these clips where 
needed.

Take the light out of the box, then put the 
light into the clips and secured it 

Connect the product to the low-voltage 
driver and energize it.

Installation with Aluminum Profile

Remove the light, aluminum profile and 
rotat ing brackets from the box, and fix 
the rotating brackets to the needed 
position with a screw driver.

Slot the wall washer light into the 
aluminum profile.Then fasten the profile 
on the rotating brackets

Connect the product to the low-voltage 
driver and energize it.
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Manual instruction

Wiring diagram

MONO

RGB

RGBW
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Safety information
*The product is DC24V input, can only connect to the DC output of power supply.

*Powering the LED strips from 2 end by a unique power supply could reduce the voltage drop but can't use 2 
different power supply  
*Don’t overload the power supply unit.Usually most of the power supply has a efficiency between 80%-95%, so 
when choosiing the power supply, the total watts of the strips should be smaller than 80% of the rate power of the 
LED Strip Lights.

*Please use 24VDC isolated power supply to drive the led strip, and the constant voltage source ripple less than 5%. Can't 
step-down the power by resistance-capacitance and nun-isolated power supply driver led strip, etc.

*The LED neon strip is DC low voltage input, can't connect to AC mains directly.

*Please don't light the wall washer light before unreel, otherwise the product will overheat.

*During the installation of positive and negative attention to the power cord, do not pick the wrong voltage power supply and the 
product are the same, so as to avoid damage to the product.
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